Difficult; the trail gets increasingly steeper as it approaches the Top of climb. The trail forks; follow the right-hand fork around.

Ride west on the signed FS 236 two-track and immediately Difficult, with long sections of extremely

Turn left where the trail runs into unsigned FS 140. Intersection with an unsigned trail on Twin Creek Ridge.

At the trail fork, go right on well-traveled FS 195. (The left

At the bottom of the downhill, turn left on signed FS 175

Barbed-wire gate you can crawl under or easily open.

Enjoy the view, because you’ve certainly earned it! From

Turn right (east) onto Powerline Road.

This loop can be ridden 4,500’

From the parking lot, head north on the main gravel road

Go left at the unsigned fork before the steepest climbing

This can be great out-and-back ride, or the start of

The trail forks near the top of the climb; bear right across

where Grove Creek Trail intersects with the Big Hole Crest

Difficult. The trail gets increasingly steep-

Head south on 600 West, a gravel county road (un-

Still in Elk Flat, arrive at the junction of the Big Hole Crest

8.7 miles

Road summit. Stay on the gravel road signed FS 235. (FS

This is a good, short
tle-used single-track for a long downhill.

This can be an accomplishment, and back on a lit-

A few benches lead left before a junction; take the left trail,

In present material, the North Fork of Palisades Creek to a remote area, climbs along

tle-used single-track for a long downhill.

This trail is a good way to access the Big Hole Crest Trail and Relay Ridge –

mud.

Now a more easy-going trail that continues west. This road will curve north, then west

tle-used single-track for a long downhill.

The trail becomes well-used two-track, dishing up fre-

Stay on the gravel road signed FS 235. (FS

A number of high points are worthy of exploration. Study the map carefully– many other

If you want to see more, you can skirt westward to Granger and return to Driggs, but before any of them be sure you have

Beyond this, strenuous hike-a-bike is involved to reach the

The ride ends on the sweet single-track

becomes much less maintained, and winds through some

nice aspen groves. Follow the two-track up the hill, onto

after the first stream crossing, the trail

and cross the creek over a culvert. Turn right uphill and

meadow. At the far side of the meadow you’ll see a sign

A few benches lead left before a junction; take the left trail,
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